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The Poisoned Pen: Your Local Bookstore…Wherever You Live. 
We think this line best expresses the kind of bookstore and book 
experience we offer. 

How Do We Pick Which Books to Offer You Signed?
Mostly, we read. All of us. Some staff like Patrick and Karen 
review, some tell me what they like. Then we start the chase-
down procedure unless….

The publisher or the author gets in touch and sets up an event. A 
touching number of authors come to see you on their own nickel. 
Because our customers are so supportive and also buy books, 
publishers send lots of authors here. As long as they do, and you 
do, we’re in business.

The publisher or the author offers us autographed copies. Some 
publishers do not want us to ship to authors for various reasons 
(sales tax issues, for one) so they set things up. Sometimes this 
means a serious delay between publication date and the date we 
get the books in. For instance, his publisher arranges for James 
Lee Burke to sign books in Montana for you (we hope they will 
this July, not confirmed).

Publishers are offering tip-ins, books signed by the author and 
bound in during production rather than books signed by the 
author. Our sales reps know we try to avoid those so, when they 
can, they try to go around tip-ins directly to the author. Example: 
The Doerr book, our June Modern Firsts Pick. Most stores will 
have tip-ins but arrangements have been made for Doerr to sign 
our books in his home town.

What’s With the Dates Noted after the Price?
If a specific date is put in, the author is signing here on that date. 
Otherwise books are being shipped to the author by us or coming 
to us from the author.

2014 So Far….
This is not a whine but an explanation. Virtually all signed books 
other than for actual January-April events have been delayed:

1. Terrible weather in the US and the UK

2. Authors’ schedules delaying availability to sign

3. Late-to-the-table decisions by publishers to facilitate 
signings (meaning hedging until they see if it’s 
worthwhile). You can thus safely assume that the books 
listed below are truly HOT! Or we badgered the publisher 
mercilessly for signuings because we liked them.

4. The UK supply chain not only has had to cope with 
weather but authors tardy to sign and, most recently, a 
staff vacation (deserved) which dumps most of the April, 
and some March, UK signed books in to May.

5. In some cases, especially with debut authors, we do 
have to rely on the publisher to arrange signings as we 
have no personal contact information. Once an author 
has been to The Pen or we have shipped to him/her, we 
can usually handle things ourselves in a timely manner. 
Note: we do guarantee that all the signatures are the 
real deal (and in general, not tip-ins), which is not 
the case with books offered at various on-line venues.

We apologize that some Club Picks have ended up clumped together 
instead of arriving month to month; that May is the month all big 
male thrillers are publishing (until July)—apparently a decision 
based on books designed to sell for Father’s Day (which is the third 
Sunday in June, snarl); and that in some cases delays due to short 
print runs meant we had to go to unusual sources for first printings. 

We all hope that May will see the start of things evening out and 
books arriving when you expect them. Thank you for your patience.

The good news is the number of absolutely terrific books, 
debuts and from established authors (see for instance 
Downing and Hunter books below). I and other staff have 
been loving reading ARCs and raving.
And a trend that interests me: as surveys show we have less time 
to read, being distracted by other choices, books are getting 
larger in length, more expansive in subject (see Dicker, Doerr, 
Go for examples).

2014 Edgar Award Winners
Best Novel 
William Kent Krueger, Ordinary Grace ($16)

Best First Novel 
Jason Matthews, Red Sparrow ($9.99; $26.99) First Mystery Pick

Best Paperback Original 
Alex Marwood, The Wicked Girls ($16)

Best Fact Crime 
Daniel Stashower, The Hour of Peril: The Secret Plot to Murder 
Lincoln Before the Civil War ($16.99 Signed)

Mary Higgins Clark Award 
Jenny Milchman, The Cover of Snow ($27 Signed; $15) First 
Mystery Pick
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Joel Dicker’s Debut 
Note: The Signed UK edition of Joel Dicker’s The Truth About 
the Harry Quebert Affair, a First Mystery Pick, is sold out. 
Dicker will join us for the US paperback original edition The 
Truth About the Harry Quebert Affair (Penguin $18) on June 12, 
hosted by Christopher Reich (Dicker lives in Switzerland). Don’t 
miss the US edition, a June Indie Next Pick saying: “What at first 
glance appears to be another book by a promising young writer 
about the challenges of being a promising young writer quickly 
turns into a thrilling murder mystery. A blocked and struggling 
author sets out to prove his mentor’s innocence, and as the 
narrative slides back and forth through time, the truth proves to 
be as elusive as the innocence of any of the characters. In the end, 
everyone is guilty — not in a Murder on the Orient Express kind 
of way — but in the dozens of small ways the denizens of any 
town can be complicit in wrongdoings. A compelling read!”

JK Rowling Signs a Copy of Silkworm for Us 
As I’ve said earlier, the April 2013 Surprise Me Club Pick was 
an autographed copy of Robert Galbraith’s The Cuckoo’s Calling. 
No, we didn’t know then this was Rowling under a pseud. She 
remembers we liked the book well before anyone knew she’d 
written it. So we will have one Signed copy of her second as 
Galbraith, The Silkworm, in June in the UK edition. 

To thank you on this collectors list for supporting us, we are 
only making this offer to you. Everyone who buys a copy of 
the US edition of The Silkworm (Little Brown $28) from us 
will be put into a drawing. The winner buys the book at the 
regular UK price. We will ask whatever author is at The Pen 
when the Signed copy arrives to pull the winning name. 
MAY SIGNED BOOKS
Atherton, Nancy. Aunt Dimity and the Wishing Well (Viking $28 
in stock). An April book held up a bit by Atherton’s schedule. 
When a strapping young Australian named Jack MacBride 
arrives in Finch to wrap up his late uncle’s affairs, heads turn in 
the sleepy Cotswold village. Lori Shepherd, American mother 
of twins and wife to a Boston lawyer practicing in England, 
volunteers to help Jack clear out his uncle’s overgrown garden. 
After Lori laughingly tosses a coin into the garden’s old well and 
makes a wish, she is baffled to find that the wish seems to have 
come true. Word spreads, and the villagers turn out in droves to 
make wishes of their own. But as they soon learn, one person’s 
wish is another person’s worst nightmare and the village is 
thrown into chaos. As more and more wishes come true, Lori 
resolves to find out what’s really going on. Is handsome Jack 
somehow tricking his neighbors? Or are they fooling themselves? 
With Aunt Dimity’s otherworldly help, Lori discovers that the 
truth is even more marvelous than a magical wishing well. 

“Lori’s latest is perfect for those who prefer charmingly low-key 
puzzles to blood-soaked chills and thrills.”—Kirkus Reviews
Atkins, Ace. Robert B Parker’s Cheap Shot (Putnam $26.99 May 
9). Not surprisingly, Atkins returns to the world of professional 
sports with Spenser. Kinjo Heywood is one of the New England 
Patriots’ marquee players—a hard-nosed linebacker who’s earned 
his reputation as one of the toughest guys in the league. When 
off-field violence repeatedly lands Heywood in the news, his 
slick agent hires Spenser to find the men who he says have been 
harassing his client. Heywood’s troubles seem to be tied to a 
nightclub shooting from two years earlier. But when Heywood’s 

nine-year-old son, Akira, is kidnapped, ransom demands are 
given, and a winding trail through Boston’s underworld begins, 
Spenser puts together his own all-star team of toughs. Atkins, a 
former pro footballer, knows this world. Better—he brings Hawk 
back to life! 

Baldacci, David. The Target (Grand Central $30). The No. 1 
Bestseller as I write this. Our signed copies are delayed by 
Baldacci’s schedule but will be with us soon. Don’t miss out, we 
can’t reorder. “At the start of bestseller Baldacci’s tense third 
thriller featuring CIA hit man Will Robie (after 2013’s The Hit), 
Earl Fontaine, a terminally ill Alabama death row prisoner, plans 
one last killing that will personally affect Robie and his fellow 
agent, Jessica Reel. Meanwhile in Washington, D.C., the U.S. 
president authorizes an operation to assassinate a foreign leader. 
Evan Tucker, the head of the CIA, recommends Robie and Reel, 
whose recent exploits have earned them the CIA’s highest medal, 
for the job. When that mission is scrubbed, Robie and Reel end 
up attempting a dangerous incursion into North Korea to rescue 
a couple of prisoners from the notorious Bukchang labor camp, a 
move that results in North Korea deciding to retaliate against the 
U.S. on its own territory. In unsparing detail, Baldacci depicts the 
brutal conditions in the North Korean camp, in particular their 
impact on 25-year-old Yie Chung-Cha, a prisoner groomed as a 
deadly assassin.”—Publishers Weekly.
Bauer, Belinda. Facts of Life and Death (Bantam $32). Delayed 
from April. Life is strange for Patrick Fort; being a medical 
student with Asperger’s Syndrome doesn’t come without its 
challenges. And that’s before he is faced with solving a possible 
murder. The body Patrick is examining in anatomy class is trying 
to tell him all kinds of things. And now he must stay out of 
danger long enough to unravel the mystery… while he dissects 
his own evidence.... Gold Dagger winner Bauer is most inventive.

Beechey, Alan. This Private Plot (Poisoned Pen $24.95). Our 
British Crime Club Pick. If a blackmail letter drives a man 
to suicide, is the sender guilty of murder? “Yes,” says Oliver 
Swithin, author of bestselling Finsbury the Ferret children’s 
stories and amateur sleuth, who is on holiday in an ancient 
village. A midnight streak with his naked girlfriend—Scotland 
Yard’s Effie Strongitham—abruptly ends in the discovery of a 
corpse. Retired radiobroadcaster Dennis Breedlove has hanged 
himself from the old gibbet. Evidence suggests blackmail may 
have driven this celebrity to suicide. Irresistibly intrigued, Oliver 
believes discovering the dead man’s secret will lead to the 
identity of the blackmailer. But in Britain today, when shame is a 
ticket to fame, why suicide? What if it wasn’t? When the mystery 
abruptly turns inside out, black-clad strangers attack Oliver in 
the night. The Vicar behaves strangely. So do the village’s five 
unmarried Bennet sisters, a mysterious monk, the persistent, 
self-effacing Underwood Tooth, and Oliver’s Uncle Tim, Effie’s 
superior at the Yard and a part-time Shakespearean actor. Plus 
Oliver’s aunt and his mother. Who else might play a role in This 
Private Plot? Two William Shakespeares? In this long-awaited 
third chapter in the career of Oliver Swithin, under the clever 
wordplay and bawdy jokes lies an inventive and, yes, scholarly 
plot. Also in trade paperback: This Private Plot  ($14.95). 

 Republishing: Oliver’s first two cases: An 
Embarrassment of Corpses $14.95); Murdering Ministers 
($14.95). “In the end, it’s difficult to say what’s most appealing 

http://bookmanager.com/1347217/?STG=1573063051&q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9780143126683&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://bookmanager.com/1347217/?STG=1573063051&q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9780143126683&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=the+silkworm&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780670026692
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780399161582
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http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781464202445
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781464202452
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about this book: Oliver’s beguiling personality, the inventive 
plot, or the clever wordplay, raucous jokes, and hilarious 
innuendos. No matter. Beechey has concocted a sparkling little 
gem of a mystery that’s a treat to read.” —Booklist on Murdering 
Ministers. You don’t have to read them in order but it’s fun. 
Remember the first two were not edited by me (Barbara).

Berry, Steve. The Lincoln Myth (Random $29). We start this ride 
on September 10, 1861, when Jesse Benton Fremont confronts 
Abraham Lincoln in his office. Refusing her demand, he then 
receives an envelope sent from the home of his predecessor, 
James Buchanan. Its content stuns the President. Skip ahead to 
today, Copenhagen, and Cotton Malone, bookseller and former 
Magellan Billet agent, is on a boat being shot at. Then we skip 
to southern Utah…. And we’re off on a chase where politics, 
secession, Mormonism, a US Senator and a wealthy Spanish 
businessman with a scheme, and a letter with a long history 
could get many people killed. It’s a trademark Berry mix of 
history, real and imagined, and action providing “startling new 
perspectives on the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and 
Abraham Lincoln’s decision to fight the Civil War.”

Bolton, Sharon. A Dark and Twisted Tide (Transworld $32). 
Anne Perry put Victorian sleuth William Monk into the River 
Police. What fun that Bolton has moved London copper Lacey 
Flint onto a houseboat on the Thames and into the 21st Century 
River Police. Not fun however when one morning Lacey, out for 
an unlawful swim, finds the body of a shrouded young woman 
at the old King’s Wharf.  She assumes the discovery was one 
of chance. But what if the body had been left near the mouth 
of Deptford Creek for Lacey to find? The story highlights the 
cultural/racial mix of London and provides a surprise killer. 
Bolton is one of my favorite contemporary British crime writers 
and this new Lacey Flint confirms her skills (earlier books are 
written as SJ Bolton).

Boyden, Joseph. The Orenda (Knopf $26.95). The Indie Next 
Pick: “Wrenching and redemptive, The Orenda offers a narrative 
scope so wide it seems to encompass centuries and generations, 
despite taking place over only a few short years. Though 
Boyden’s novel closely follows a strange trinity of the displaced 
and the mournful — a powerful Wendat warrior scarred by the 
loss of his family, an ungainly but earnest Jesuit missionary, and 
the troubled, gifted Iroquois girl who equally unites and stands 
apart from them — he writes of timeless and universal cycles 
of loss and regeneration and loss again. This is a staggeringly 
beautiful work.” These may be tip-ins.

Bradley, Alan. Dead in Their Vaulted Arch (Orion $46). Flavia de 
Luce’s crackerjack new sleuthing, delayed as Alan lives on the 
Isle of Man and only got to London in late April. So they’re on 
their way. Only 4 unclaimed copies remain.

Clements, Katherine. The Crimson Ribbon (Headline $35). May 
Day 1646. The Civil War is raging and what should be a rare 
moment of blessing for the town of Ely takes a brutal turn. Ruth 
Flowers is left with little choice but to flee the household of 
Oliver Cromwell, the only home she has ever known. On the 
road to London, Ruth sparks an uneasy alliance with a soldier, 
the battle-scarred and troubled Joseph. But when she reaches the 
city, it’s in the Poole household that she finds refuge. Based on 
the real figure of the fascinating Elizabeth Poole.

Connolly, John. Wolf in Winter (Hodder $39). The community of 
Prosperous, Maine has always thrived when others have suffered. 
Its inhabitants are wealthy, its children’s future secure. It shuns 
outsiders. It guards its own. And at the heart of the Prosperous lie 
the ruins of an ancient church, transported stone by stone from 
England centuries earlier by the founders of the town... But the 
death of a homeless man and the disappearance of his daughter 
draw the haunted, lethal private investigator Charlie Parker to 
Prosperous. Parker is a dangerous man, driven by compassion, 
by rage, and by the desire for vengeance. In him the town and 
its protectors sense a threat graver than any they have faced in 
their long history, and in the comfortable, sheltered inhabitants 
of a small Maine town, Parker will encounter his most vicious 
opponents yet. Charlie Parker has been marked to die so that 
Prosperous may survive. Prosperous, and the secret that it hides 
beneath its ruins... 12th in the Charlie Parker series. Delayed from 
April.

Cumming, Charles. A Colder War (Collins $32). From the winner 
of the CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger 2012 for Best Thriller 
of the Year comes a gripping and suspenseful new spy novel. 
Perfect for fans of John le Carré, Charles Cumming is ‘the master 
of the modern spy thriller’ (Mail on Sunday) MI6’s Head of 
Station in Turkey is killed in a mysterious plane crash. Amelia 
Levene, chief of the Secret Intelligence Service, wants the 
incident investigated – quickly and quietly. The only man she can 
trust is Thomas Kell, a disgraced spy searching for redemption. 
Arriving in Istanbul, Kell discovers that MI6 operations in the 
region have been fatally compromised: a traitor inside Western 
Intelligence threatens not just the Special Relationship, but the 
security of the entire Middle East. Kell’s search for the mole 
takes him from London, to Greece, and into Eastern Europe. But 
when Kell is betrayed by those closest to him, the stakes become 
personal. He will do anything to see this operation through 

– including putting himself, and others, in the line of fire… 
Delayed from April; 6 unclaimed copies.

Cussler, Clive/Graham Brown. Ghost Ship (Putnam $28.95 
May 27). When Kurt Austin is injured attempting to rescue 
the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht, he wakes with 
fragmented and conflicted memories. Did he see an old friend 
and her children drown, or was the yacht abandoned when 
he came aboard? For reasons he cannot explain, Kurt doesn’t 
trust either version of his recollection. Determined to know the 
truth, he begins to search for answers, and soon finds himself 
descending into a shadowy world of state-sponsored cybercrime, 
and uncovering a pattern of vanishing scientists, suspicious 
accidents, and a web of human trafficking. With the help of Joe 
Zavala, he takes on the sinister organization at the heart of this 
web, facing off with them in locations ranging from Monaco to 
North Korea to the rugged coasts of Madagascar. In Sept.: Eye 
of Heaven (Putnam $27.95) with Russell Blake. A new Dirk Pitt, 
Havana Storm (Putnam $28.95, publishes Oct. 28. 

Dahl, Julia. Invisible City (St Martins $27). A debut piercing 
barriers to give an insider look makes a good start for Rebekah 
Roberts, a reporter. Her mother, a Hasidic Jew from Brooklyn, 
abandoned her Christian boyfriend and newborn baby to return 
to her religion. Neither Rebekah nor her father has heard from 
her since. Now a recent college graduate, Rebekah has moved to 
New York to follow her dream of becoming a big-city reporter. 
But she’s also drawn to the idea of being closer to her mother, 

http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780345526571
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780593069189
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http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781409114260
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781472204196
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781444755329
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http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781250043399
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who might still be living in the Hasidic community in Brooklyn. 
Then Rebekah is called to cover the story of a murdered Hasidic 
woman. Rebekah’s shocked to learn that, because of the NYPD’s 
habit of kowtowing to the powerful ultra-Orthodox community, 
not only will the woman be buried without an autopsy, her killer 
may get away with murder. Rebekah can’t let the story end 
there… “Dahl’s convincing dialogue and perfect pacing make 
for a real page-turner. And her storytelling skills illuminate the 
intriguing worlds of the tabloid press, Hasidism, the NYPD, and 
Brooklyn’s 20-somethings—as well as the fragile boundaries of 
family, religion, and life itself.”— Publishers Weekly. I add that I 
can’t see that the Hasidic beat can be an exclusive for Rebekah if 
she goes forward as a series character; as a reporter she can cover 
lots of stories and communities. Our May Surprise Me Club 
Pick.
Davis, Lindsey. Enemies at Home (Hodder $42). Young, 
widowed and fiercely independent, Flavia Alba lives alone on 
the Aventine Hill in Rome and makes a good living as a hired 
investigator. An outsider in more ways than one, Albia has 
unique insight into life in ancient Rome, and she puts it to good 
use going places no man could go, and asking questions no 
man could ask. Even as the dust settles from her last case, Albia 
finds herself once again drawn into a web of lies and intrigue. A 
mysterious death at a local villa begs may be murder and, as the 
household slaves are implicated, Albia is once again forced to 
involve herself. Flavia Alba’s second investigation after The Ides 
of April.
Deaver, Jeffery. The Skin Collector (Grand Central $28 May 
17). A new killer is on the loose. When a connection is made 
to the serial killer who terrorized New York more than a 
decade ago—paraplegic forensics ace Lincoln Rhyme’s first 
investigation—he and Amelia Sachs are immediately drawn into 
the case. But unlike The Bone Collector ($9.99), this psycho 
has a yen for human skin, canvas for tattoo art. The killer’s 
methods are terrifying. He stalks the basements and underground 
passageways of New York City. He tattoos his victims’ flesh 
with cryptic messages, using a tattoo gun loaded with poison, 
resulting in agonizing, painful deaths for his victims. What is 
the message behind the victims’ tattoos? Does the killer’s own 
inking—a fanged centipede sporting a woman’s face—hold any 
significance? And what is his ultimate mission? And who his 
ultimate target?

Dennison, Hannah. Murder at Honeychurch Hall (St Martins 
$25 May 10). TV Antiques celebrity Kat Sandford left the 
network, in part to dodge her boyfriend’s ex who is bent on 
revenge, then learns her widowed mother Iris has recklessly 
purchased a collapsing carriage house on an isolated estate down 
in Devon. Horrified—after all, Kat’s recently deceased father 
ran her mother’s quiet life—Kat rushes to ancient Honeychurch 
Hall where she receives several surprises. The family at the Hall 
is clearly odd. Then the nanny goes missing, the housekeeper is 
killed, and Iris is accused of the deed. Kat has to wonder if she 
knows her mother at all…or herself. Starts a British cozy series.

Doerr, Anthony. All the Light We Cannot See (Scribner $27). Out 
in May but our June Modern Firsts Pick. See June Signed Books.

Donoghue, Emma. Frog Music (Picador $41 3 in stock). San 
Francisco, 1876: a stifling heat wave and smallpox epidemic 
have engulfed the City. Frog Music is inspired by true events 

and paints a warts-and-all picture, not pretty, underlining the 
Sinophobia and merciless roles assigned to women. The Indie 
Next Pick: “Donoghue has a knack for that great alchemy of 
turning research — letters, family trees, and newspaper articles 
buried in archives — into fiction that lives and breathes on the 
page.” PW adds, “Donoghue’s first literary crime novel is a 
departure from her bestselling Room, but it’s just as dark and just 
as gripping as the latter. Based on the circumstances surrounding 
the grizzly real-life murder of Jenny Bonnet, a law-flouting, 
pants-wearing frog catcher who lived in San Francisco in the 
mid-1870s, this investigation into who pulled the trigger is told 
in episodic flashbacks from the point of view of Blanche Beunon. 

…. Donoghue’s signature talent for setting tone and mood 
elevates the book from common cliffhanger…” 

Downing, David. Jack of Spies (Soho $27.95 May 20). How I 
love this book which will be a June Indie Next Pick. From the 
German territory of Tsingtau, 1913, to Shanghai, by ship to San 
Francisco, by train to New York (why can’t we still take the 
Overland Limited before changing trains in Chicago?), down to 
Veracruz, then over to Ireland and London. A part time spy, Jack 
McColl, Scottish luxury automobile salesman who speaks nine 
languages, faces more and more difficult choices that push him 
towards accepting regular employment in British intelligence, all 
while war draws near and the Irish American woman he fell for 
in China and their many nights of hot sex—friends with benefits, 
or something more?—colors his every decision. So does his 
sense of patriotism and the role of religion. Wow! I loved the 
luxury of the pace as the story unfolds, never feeling rushed from 
one big bang to another, but never losing a quiet sense of urgency. 
Downing not only captures the era, he writes in its style, like say 
did Erskine Childers—a fact lost on reviewers accustomed to 
slam-bang spy stories. Our May History Club Pick rather than a 
Thriller Club Pick, and an Indie Next Pick.

Estleman, Loren D. Ragtime Cowboys (Forge $27. Los Angeles, 
1921: Ex-Pinkerton Charlie Siringo is living in quiet retirement 
when Wyatt Earp knocks on his door and asks him to track down 
his missing horse. What begins as horse thievery turns into a 
deeper mystery. Patrick adds, “What can I say? Estleman is a 
national treasure, and while I’ve always enjoyed his classic 
Amos Walker series, my favorites are his historical novels. This 
time out, we travel to prohibition-era California, where former 
Pinkerton agent turned western pulp writer Charlie Siringo has 
been persuaded by Wyatt Earp (now a consultant for the silent 
film industry) to come out of retirement to help track down 
his beloved horse, which has gone missing under suspicious 
circumstances. Joining forces with a thin, eccentric, and as-yet 
unpublished writer, Dashiell Hammett, Siringo follows a trail 
that becomes much more complex and sinister than a simple 
horse theft.  In fact, it may just lead to notorious politician 
Joseph P, Kennedy. A fantastic, irresistible read.”

Finder, Joseph. Suspicion (Dutton $27.95 May 30). When single 
father Danny Goodman suddenly finds himself unable to afford 
the private school his teenage daughter adores, he has no one 
to turn to for financial support. In what seems like a stroke of 
brilliant luck, Danny meets Thomas Galvin, the father of his 
daughter’s new best friend, who also happens to be one of the 
wealthiest men in Boston. Galvin is aware of Danny’s situation 
and out of the blue offers a $50,000 loan to help Danny cover his 
daughter’s tuition. Uncomfortable but desperate, Danny takes 
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the money, promising to pay Galvin back. What transpires is 
something Danny never imagined. The moment the money is 
wired into his account, the DEA comes knocking on his door. 
Danny’s impossible choice: an indictment for accepting drug 
money that he can’t afford to fight in court, or an unthinkably 
treacherous undercover assignment helping the government get 
close to his new best friend. A Thriller Club Pick. Finder is 
the author of numerous standalone suspense gems, some set in 
the world of finance. Click here to order. Note: Joe’s name is 
pronounced FIN-DER, FIN as in fish.

Freeman, Brian. The Cold Nowhere (Quercus $24.95 in stock). 
A terrific opener has a terrified 16-year-old diving from an old 
tanker-turned-museum into the icy waters of Lake Superior off 
Duluth to escape someone chasing her, someone she believes is 
trying to kill her. And so begins the 8th dark, surprising, a pulse-
pounding investigation for Lt. Jonathan Stride of the Duluth 
PD. He’s estranged from Serena, working uneasily with partner 
Maggie Bei after they unwisely slept together, and haunted by 
the stabbing death of Catalina Moreno’s mother some ten years 
back. Stride is determined to protect Cat, the knife-carrying child 
who’s bounced around far too much for her years, seen too much. 
But does she indeed see a killer after her? Answers lie in the past. 
Great atmosphere, a strong story.

Giltrow, Helen. The Distance (Orion $35). A British debut as 
yet unread by me. Charlotte Alton has put her old life behind 
her. The life where she bought and sold information, unearthing 
secrets buried too deep for anyone else to find, or fabricating 
new identities for people who need their histories erased. But 
now she has been offered one more job. To get a hit-man into an 
experimental new prison and take out someone who according 
to the records isn’t there at all. It’s impossible. A suicide mission. 
And quite possibly a set-up. So why can’t she say no?

Go, Justin. The Steady Running of the Hour (SimonSchuster 
$27). A super-hot debut is expansive in time, geography, and 
subject. I chose it for First Mystery rather than Modern Firsts 
because there is a mystery, a quest, at its heart—plus I love the 
way the quest plays out. “There are so many reasons to want 
other readers to immerse themselves in this all-embracing novel 

— the shimmering unreality of life in London before Ashley’s 
deployment to France; the convincing portrayal of the grim 
horrors of trench warfare; the struggles of mountaineering on 
Everest; Tristan’s compulsion to discover a piece of his family’s 
past. Justin Go handles all these scenarios with a sure hand, and 
then concludes the whole with an entirely convincing ending. 
This beautifully haunting story will appeal to a wide audience 
of readers.” There’s a video trailer you will enjoy: click here to 
view. I agree with Go that mountaineering serves no practical 
purpose, but recent tragic events on Everest remind us of its 
lure—and IMHO that it shouldn’t be for tourists who can pay 
the freight but for the trained, experienced climbers, as is true of 
Tristan. This was an April Pick but like everything else this year 
has been delayed.

Graedon, Alena. The Word Exchange (Knopf $26.95). A 
bibliomystery, or one involved with words, wordplay, vocabulary, 
all that fun stuff. A last minute decision by Random House to 
secure us signed firsts makes this another delayed FMC Pick 
that should have been April. “Graedon’s spectacular, ambitious 
debut explores a near-future America that’s shifted almost 

exclusively to smart technologies, where print is only a nostalgia, 
and nostalgia is only an archaism. But while everyone carries 

‘Memes,’ devices with enough data to negate the need for 
memory—let alone vocabulary—and can even anticipate wants 
and needs, Anana Johnson works closely with her anti-Meme 
father Doug, a famous lexicographer, at the North American 
Dictionary of the English Language. But when Doug goes 
missing, what once seemed like a Luddite’s quaint conspiracy 
theory takes on new plausibility.”—PW Starred Review.

Grecian, Alex. The Devil’s Workshop  (Putnam $26.95 May 29). 
How I love the Victorian noir by Grecian. It’s clever, dark, but 
not grungy (a trend in historical fiction for some time). London, 
1890. Four vicious murderers have escaped from prison, part of 
a plan gone terribly wrong, and now it is up to Walter Day, Nevil 
Hammersmith, and the rest of Scotland Yard’s Murder Squad to 
hunt down the convicts before the men can resume their bloody 
spree. But they might already be too late. The killers have 
retribution in mind, and one of them is heading straight toward a 
member of the Murder Squad, and his family. And that isn’t even 
the worst of it. During the escape, the killers have stumbled upon 
the location of another notorious murderer, one thought gone for 
good but now prepared to join forces with them. Jack the Ripper 
is loose in London once more…. So here’s a Victorian serial 
killer thriller rather than the spooky Gothic noir of his last. See 
our May Trade Paperback Picks for The Black Country.

Guinn, Jeff. Glorious (Putnam $26.95 May 8). Life in the 
Arizona Territory in 1872. “A trip to Glorious, Arizona, in Jeff 
Guinn’s new western novel is like a cool draft beer after a long, 
hot day on a dusty trail. Glorious is old-fashioned in the very 
best way: It’s good-hearted, optimistic, compelling, comfortable, 
and extremely well-told. It’s wonderful when an author clearly 
has affection for his characters, and readers will feel the same 
way.”—CJ. Box. “If, like me, you’ve been waiting for the next 
Louis L’Amour or Zane Grey, the good news is his name is 
Jeff Guinn. His newest novel, Glorious, has all the elements 
of a fabulous western: compelling characters, breath-taking 
scenery, and something more—an unblinking take on the western 
frontier.” —Craig Johnson. Guinn’s The Last Gunfight ($16.99) 
took on the legend of the OK Corral whereas Go Down Together 
($16.99) focuses on Bonnie and Clyde and Manson ($27.50) on 
the infamous Charles Manson.

Harris, Charlaine. Midnight Crossroad (Ace $27.95 May 9). 
Welcome to Midnight, Texas, a town with many boarded-up 
windows and few full-time inhabitants, located at the crossing 
of Witch Light Road and Davy Road. It’s a pretty standard 
dried-up western town. There’s a pawnshop (someone lives in 
the basement and is seen only at night). There’s a diner (people 
who are just passing through tend not to linger). And there’s new 
resident Manfred Bernardo, who thinks he’s found the perfect 
place to work in private (and who has secrets of his own). Stop 
at the one traffic light in town, and everything looks normal. Stay 
awhile, and learn the truth...

Harris, Tessa. The Devil’s Breath (Kensington $15 UNSIGNED).  
This 3rd in the Dr. Thomas Silkstone series set in Georgian 
England is so unusual I point it out. It’s a new chapter in the 
investigations the American-born anatomist conducts, and also in 
the unusual, passionate, but so far thwarted in terms of a wedding 
romance between Silkstone and the widowed Lady Lydia 
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Farrell (who killed her husband in the first book). Silkstone is in 
Oxfordshire at Boughton Hall, her home, looking into mysterious 
deaths and a deadly miasma. Although Harris can’t tell us what it 
is in the story, excellent notes at the end reveal that 1783 was the 
year of a terrible volcanic eruption in Iceland at the Laki fissure 
went sent clouds of toxic gas into the air much more thickly and 
dangerously than the 2010 eruption of an Icelandic volcano. We 
are also near West Wycombe, the Dashwoods, and the Hellfire 
Club, there’s a great meteor (hence “Great Balls of Fire”), and 
Pennsylvanian Silkstone stays in touch with Ben Franklin who’s 
over in Paris. Our May History Paperback Pick. Fascinating! 
Click here to order all three novels.

Hart, Carolyn G. Death at the Door (Berkley $25.95). Annie 
Darling—owner of the mystery bookstore, Death on Demand—
prefers fictional crimes as opposed to the real things. But in one 
tragic week, two acts of violence shake the island community 
of Broward’s Rock. First, a beloved doctor is found shot dead, 
seemingly by his own hand. Only days later, a local artist 
is arrested after his wife is found murdered, bludgeoned by 
her husband’s sculpting mallet. Convinced her brother did 
not commit suicide, the doctor’s sister turns to Annie and 
her husband, Max, for help. She has found a cryptic sketch 
her brother drew, linking him with the murdered woman. Did 
someone want them both out of the picture? With the police 
considering both cases as good as closed, it’s up to Annie 
and Max to sort through a rogues’ gallery of suspects to see 
if someone is trying to frame the artist.... 24th in the Death on 
Demand traditional mystery series.

Hawken, Sam. Tequila Sunset (Serpent’s Tail PBO $16). Patrick 
reviews: “Flip Morales is trying to walk the straight and narrow 
after a four year prison stint. Only problem is, he joined Los 
Aztecas for protection when he was inside, and the gang has 
plans for him out on the streets. A female detective in El Paso 
has dedicated herself to bringing the Aztecas down, and she’s 
recently joined forces with a colleague across the border in 
Juarez, where the murder rate has reached epic proportions. The 
appropriated-named Flip might just be the inside ticket they 
need to destroy one of the large criminal organization’s key 
players. Hawken’s exceptional novel is a good as any border noir 
you’ll find out there, and it pleases me to select it as the May 
Hardboiled Collector’s Club Pick.  

Hayder, Mo. Wolf  (Bantam $32). Delayed from April. “In 
Hayder’s best Jack Caffery thriller yet, a worn-out Jack is feeling 
all the years he has put into police service and his never-ending 
quest to find out what happened to his long-lost brother. The novel 
opens with a young girl finding a stray dog with a ripped note 
tucked into its collar that states, “Help us.” A vagrant known as 
the Walking Man witnesses this and promises the young girl that 
he will help the dog. Never one to give out information willingly, 
the Walking Man surprisingly contacts Jack—offering up a trade: 
find out who needs help and, in return, the Walking Man will give 
Jack some closure about his brother. This deal with the devil sets 
off a home invasion novel unlike no other. The Anchor-Ferrers, 
a wealthy family with secrets and issues of their own, are being 
held hostage in their estate. Will Jack find them in time? And why 
was this family chosen in the first place? Dark and twisty, this 
gripping crime novel by an Edgar Award winner is an outstanding 
read, whether Jack is a new character to the reader or an old 
friend. For fans of John Connolly.”—LJ Starred Review.

Heller, Peter. The Painter (Knopf $24.95). Heller’s debut The 
Dog Stars ($15)—just out in paperback—swept readers into a 
hauntingly evoked post-apocalyptic world “about a worn-out 
pilot, his beloved Cessna, his copilot dog and our endless longing 
for connection—even in a world undone.” —Junot Diaz. He 
returns with a novel rooted in the past as an expressionist painter 
tries to outrun his. Jim Stegner shot a man in a bar years ago. The 
man lived, Jim did time, and now he masters his dark impulses 
in rural Colorado. His work commands high prices in Santa Fe; 
he goes fishing, doesn’t drink, and has a lovely model. Then 
one day he sees a man beating a small horse, tackles him, and 
learning the man’s cruel history, goes out the next night and kills 
him. Now he must navigate his conscience, evade the police, 
and escape the members of the dead man’s clan who are bent on 
revenge…. Heller is often compared to Cormac McCarthy. These 
are tip-ins.

Hodgson, Antonia. The Devil in the Marshalsea (Hodder $41 
only 2 left in stock). A wonderfully convincing picture of the 
seamier side of eighteenth-century life informs a debut getting 
raves for its forthcoming US publication. Beat the trend and grab 
one of these 2. It was our April History Club Pick. We also have 
2 Signed firsts remains of Holsinger, Bruce. A Burnable Book 
(Harper $28, another debut, this time looking at Chaucer and a 
plot to assassinate Richard II. Both these debuts are dark, capture 
their period, and present good writing.

Holt, Jonathan. Abduction: Carnivia Trilogy #2 (Zeus $39). 
Second Lieutenant Holly Boland is an intelligence analyst trained 
to look for clues ordinary investigators miss. When a U.S. army 
officer’s daughter is kidnapped from an American base in Venice, 
Holly is sure that the mysterious abductors want more than a 
ransom. Venetian police captain Kat Tapo has found a webcam 
feed embedded in the encrypted website Carnivia.com, a virtual 
Venice. It streams video of a terrified teenage girl, hooded and 
tied to a chair. A strand of text scrolls across the screen: “Sensory 
deprivation is not torture.” Is the girl the missing daughter of the 
American military officer? Who is behind the cryptic message? 
Daniele Barbo, the genius webmaster and creator of Carnivia, 
has never let the government access his servers, and finding the 
missing girl is not his problem. But then secrets from Italy’s dark 
wartime past begin to surface—revelations that could put them 
all in danger. 

Hunter, Stephen. Sniper’s Honor (SimonSchuster $27.99 May 
21). What a great WWII story. Hunter did the Pacific front in The 
47th Samurai. Now he’s in Europe and—you can’t write books 
timed to current events—at the Ukraine front where the Russians 
are closing in as the Nazis withdraw. Bob Lee Swagger uncovers 
why WWII’s greatest sniper was erased from history…and why 
her disappearance still matters today. Ludmilla “Mili” Petrova 
was once the most hunted woman on earth, having raised the 
fury of two of the most powerful leaders on either side of World 
War II: Joseph Stalin and Adolf Hitler. But Kathy Reilly of The 
Washington Post [Hunter’s old employer] doesn’t know any 
of that when she encounters a brief mention of Mili in an old 
Russian propaganda magazine, and becomes interested in the 
story of a legendary, beautiful female sniper who seems to have 
vanished from history. Reilly enlists former marine sniper Bob 
Lee Swagger to parse out the scarce details of Mili’s military 
service. The more Swagger learns about Mili’s last mission, the 
more he’s convinced her disappearance was no accident. This 
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marvelous book is our delayed April Thriller Club Pick—a don’t 
miss this one for fans of all genres. Snipers are the players here, 
but not the point….

Iles, Greg. Natchez Burning (Morrow $27.99 May 11). Iles’ first 
novel in five years, delayed by his horrendous traffic accident. 

“In this first of a trilogy, best-selling author Iles brings back his 
Southern lawyer (The Devil’s Punch Bowl) in an absorbing 
and electrifying tale that thriller fans will be sure to devour.”—
Library Journal Starred Review. In awarding its Star, Kirkus 
notes, “Iles is a master of regional literature, though he’s dealing 
with universals here, one being our endless thirst to right wrongs. 
A memorable, harrowing tale.” The May Indie Next Pick adds, 
“As Penn tries to save his father, he is forced to confront the 
brutal and violent past of his hometown during the fight for civil 
rights. With strong characters and a taut story line that spans 40 
years, Iles delivers a blockbuster that will leave readers hungry 
for the next two installments in what will surely be an epic 
trilogy.” Click here to order earlier books by Iles. Meet Penn first 
in The Quiet Game ($9.99).

Johnson, Craig. Any Other Name (Viking $26.95 May 15). Walt 
Longmire is sinking into high-plains winter discontent when his 
former boss, Lucian Conally, asks him to take on a mercy case in 
an adjacent county. Detective Gerald Holman is dead and Lucian 
wants to know what drove his old friend to take his own life. 
With the clock ticking on the birth of his first grandchild, Sheriff 
Walt learns that the by-the-book detective might have suppressed 
evidence concerning three missing women. Digging deeper as 
the clock ticks on the birth back in Philly, Walt uncovers an 
incriminating secret so dark that it threatens to claim other lives 
even before the sheriff can serve justice—Wyoming style. This is 
a dark story told with Johnson’s trademark erudition and humor, 
a terrific blend. Click here to order earlier Walt Longmires.

Kelly, Erin. The Ties That Bind (Hodder $39). Luke is a true 
crime writer in search of a story. When he flees to Brighton 
after an explosive break-up, the perfect subject lands in his lap: 
reformed gangster Joss Grand. Now in his eighties, Grand once 
ruled the Brighton underworld with his sadistic sidekick Jacky 
Nye — until Jacky washed up by the West Pier in 1968, strangled 
and thrown into the sea. Though Grand’s alibi seems cast-iron, 
Luke is sure there’s more to the story than meets the eye, and he 
convinces the criminal-turned-philanthropist to be interviewed 
for a book about his life. Luke is drawn deeper into the mystery 
of Jacky Nye’s murder. Was Grand there that night? Is he really 
as reformed a character as he claims? And who was the girl in the 
red coat seen fleeing the murder scene? Soon Luke realizes that 
in stirring up secrets from the past, he may have placed himself 
in terrible danger. SPECIAL: Rising British star Kelly’s second 
novel, The Burning Air Signed ($20).

Kerr, Philip. Prayer (Putnam $26.95 May 12). FBI Agent Gil 
Martins of the Domestic Terrorism Unit started life in Glasgow, 
Scotland, and in the Catholic Church. His family moved to 
Boston when his father lost his job and Gil turned away from 
the church. His job puts him on the line confronting extremists 
but his faith in everything, especially himself, also his wife and 
son, is shaken when he discovers he has wrongly, if ignorantly, 
condemned an innocent man to death row. His struggles heat 
up as a serial killer terrorizes Houston. A possible religious 
motivation makes it domestic terrorism. But why are good 

people, secular icons, the victims? My friend Peter Cannon, 
Senior Editor at PW, takes this view: “As a big fan of Kerr’s 
Bernie Gunther PI series, I confess I was wary of this standalone, 
a contemporary thriller whose theme is the power of prayer. 
I was relieved to discover that the book’s hero, Texas-based 
FBI agent Gil Martins, has a lot in common with Bernie. In 
investigating the suspicious deaths of a number of prominent 
atheists, Gil runs into all sorts of unexpected trouble, as bad as 
any Bernie encounters while trying to be an honest cop in Nazi 
Germany. Readers into noir with a supernatural tinge will relish 
how it all plays out for Gil, a lapsed Catholic who struggles 
with his faith.” I add that if searching for an analogue one could 
consider John Milton’s work.

 Also by Kerr, a YA novel: The Winter Horses (Random 
$16.99). Set in 1941 in war-torn Ukraine, Kerr’s novel is also 
a tale of survival-not only of Jewish orphan Kalinka, but of 
Przewalski’s horses, a rare breed of wild horse that dates back 
tens of thousands of years.

Lee, Jung Myung. The Investigation (Macmillan $39. Delayed 
from March, a First Mystery Pick (only 6 unclaimed copies) 
takes you inside North Korea in an amazing way. I read every 
word of this gem in one long sitting!

Leon, Donna. By Its Cover (Heinemann $40). Delayed from 
April. When several valuable antiquarian books go missing from 
a prestigious library in the heart of Venice, Commissario Brunetti 
is immediately called to the scene. The staff suspects an American 
researcher has stolen them, but for Brunetti something doesn’t 
quite add up. Taking on the case, the Commissario begins to seek 
information about some of the library’s regulars, such as the ex-
priest Franchini, a passionate reader of ancient Christian literature, 
and Contessa Morosini-Albani, the library’s chief donor, and comes 
to the conclusion that the thief could not have acted alone. However, 
when Franchini is found murdered in his home, the case takes a 
more sinister turn and soon Brunetti finds himself submerged in the 
dark secrets of the black market of antiquarian books. Alongside 
his ever-faithful team of Ispettore Vianello and Signorina Elettra, 
he delves into the pages of Franchini’s past and into the mind of a 
book thief in order to uncover the terrible truth. The 23rd case for 
Brunetti. Click here to order earlier Brunettis and one or two others 
sorts of books by Leon. US edition: By Its Cover (Grove $26) has 
tip-ins. Also from Leon, Unsigned: Gondola (Grove $26). First 
used in medieval Venice as a deftly maneuverable getaway boat, 
the gondola evolved over the centuries into a floating pleasure 
palace and is now a tourist mainstay.

Lescroart, John. The Keeper (Atria $26.99 May 7). On the evening 
before Thanksgiving, Hal Chase, a guard in the San Francisco 
County Jail, drives to the airport to pick up his step-brother for the 
weekend. When they return, Hal’s wife, Katie, has disappeared 
without a clue. By the time Dismas Hardy hears about this, Katie 
has been missing for five days. The case strikes close to home 
because Katie had been seeing Hardy’s wife, a marriage counselor. 
By this time, the original Missing Persons case is being treated 
as a homicide. Hal is the prime suspect. The lawyer he wants for 
his defense is none other than Hardy himself. And the man Hardy 
wants working with him is former Homicide Chief Abe Glitsky…. 
I’ve always liked the Hardy/Glitsky partnership and here, with 
Glitsky no longer bound by police procedure, it ramps up. Check 
out earlier Hardys by clicking here, beginning with Dead Irish.
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Mark, David. Sorrow Bound (Quercus $43). Philippa Longman 
will do anything for her family. Roisin McAvoy will do anything 
for her friends. DS Aector McAvoy will do anything for his wife. 
Yet each has an unknown enemy—one who will do anything 
to destroy them. Sorrow Bound is a powerful police procedural 
thriller about how those with the biggest hearts make the easiest 
targets; and how the corrosive venom of evil can dissolve the 
bonds between good people, until all they are bound by is grief. 
Delayed from April.

Marston, Edward. Ticket to Oblivion (Allison $46). Young 
Imogen Burnhope and her maid Rhoda board a non-stop train to 
Oxford to visit her Aunt Cassandra, who waits on the platform 
at Oxford station where the train terminates, to greet them. Only 
they never arrive. The train is searched and the coachman swears 
he saw them board a first-class carriage, but they seem to have 
vanished into thin air. When he learns his daughter is missing, Sir 
Marcus Burnhope contacts Scotland Yard for help and Inspector 
Colbeck and Sergeant Leeming are assigned to the case. Is it 
a merely a case of a runaway girl? Or is there a more sinister, 
larger conspiracy at work? Delayed from April.

McGarrity, Michael. Backlands  (Dutton $28.95 May 13) 
advances the story of Patrick Kerney, his ex-wife, Emma; and 
their young son, Matthew, shortly after the tragic battlefield 
death of their eldest son, CJ, at the end of World War I. Scarred 
by the loss of an older brother he idolized, estranged from a 
father he barely knows, and deeply troubled by the failing health 
of a mother he adores, eight-year-old Matthew is suddenly 
and irrevocably forced to set aside his childhood and take on 
responsibilities far beyond his years. When the world spirals into 
the Great Depression and drought settles like a plague over the 
nation, Matt must abandon his own dreams to salvage the Kerney 
ranch in New Mexico’s Tularosa. Plunged into a deep trough of 
dark family secrets, hidden crimes, broken promises, and lies, 
Matt must struggle to survive on the unforgiving, sun-blasted, 
drought-stricken Tularosa Basin. Book Two in McGarrity’s 
American West trilogy giving us the backstory of New Mexico 
cop Kevin Kerney. Start with Hard Country ($16).

Nesbø, Jo. The Son (Knopf $25.95). Sonny is a model prisoner. 
He listens to the confessions of other inmates, and absolves 
them of their sins. But then one prisoner’s confession changes 
everything. He knows something about Sonny’s disgraced father. 
He needs to break out of prison and make those responsible pay 
for their crimes. Whatever the cost. So he does.... A standalone 
hardboiled thriller from Norway’s Raymond Chandler. These are 
tip-ins.

Owen, Lauren. The Quick (Cape $39). A high-buzz debut, 
variously described as “A sly and glittering addition to the 
literature of the macabre… As soon as you have breathed with 
relief, much worse horrors begin.”—Hilary Mantel. Or “A 
suspenseful, gloriously atmospheric novel, and a feast of gothic 
storytelling.”—Kate Atkinson. What we have is a kind of 
Dickens or Sarah Walters Victorian—and vampires. A darker, 
wilder version of Setterfield’s The Thirteenth Tale ($16) and, 
appropriately, set in the wilds of Yorkshire where an orphaned 
brother and sister are bound by tragedy. Then there’s London 
and luxurious rooms of the mysterious Aegolius Club whose 
members are among the richest, and most ambitious, men in 
England. At some point, a trapdoor will open, changing the 

contours of reality…. I can’t decide which of our book collectors’ 
clubs this remarkable book fits—First Mystery, Historical 
Mystery, Surprise Me!—so I gave up and we’re simply offering 
Signed copies to you. The US edition publishes in June; so far no 
word of autographed copies as the author lives in England.

Palmer, Daniel. Desperate (Kensington $25 in stock). Is this a 
great story! A Gone Girl for guys. I was truly surprised at how 
it played out. Palmer writes about ordinary people who take 
small steps towards extraordinary circumstances. But he really 
burnishes the extraordinary—and yet, daily, we are reminded that 
what he’s writing about is all too real in a world where it’s easier 
to become intimate with perfect strangers than to make actual 
friends. Gage, losing his wife and son to a car crash, is loving, 
vulnerable, connected in grief to his new wife, Anna who also 
lost a child. Yet…Gage is still engaged…not gone…  Click here 
to order his earlier work.

Phillips, Scott. Hop Alley (Continuum $27. Patrick reviews: 
“Set in 1870’s Denver, this slim, raucous and bawdy gem of a 
novel focuses on Bill Sadlaw (aka Bill Ogden), photographer 
and raconteur, who’s just recently escaped from the notorious 
Bloody Benders in Kansas and made his way west.  He’s lost his 
love Maggie to the clutches of a religious cult, and now enjoys 
the erotic ministrations of Priscilla, a local temptress, one-
time singer turned laudanum addict. When his housekeeper’s 
brother-in-law gets murdered, the townspeople blame it on the 
local Chinese community, and things foment into a full scale 
riot. Against the backdrop of real historical events, Phillips has 
created a supremely entertaining yarn.” New in paperback: Rake: 
A Novel ($15.95)

Preston, Douglas. The Kraken Project (Forge $26.99 May 16). 
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center is designing a probe which 
will be dropped into the Kraken Mare, one of the methane seas 
of Titan. There, it will embark on a journey of exploration. As 
the probe is being tested at Goddard, things go awry, and an 
explosion kills seven scientists. The AI program in the probe, 
a powerful, self-modifying AI called “Dorothy,” flees into 
the Internet. Series character Wyman Ford is tapped by the 
president’s science advisor to track down the software with the 
help of Dorothy’s creator, Melissa Veld. As the two of them 
trace Dorothy in her wanderings in cyberspace, they realize 
Dorothy’s horrific experiences in the wasteland of the Internet 
have changed her—utterly. Preston & Child have two books for 
you this year: a Gideon Crew, The Lost Island ($27), signed here 
Aug. 12; and a Pendergast, Blue Labyrinth ($27), signed here 
November 11.

Rollins, James. The Kill Switch  (Morrow $27.99 May 16). This 
terrific spinoff from Sigma Force, written with Grant Blackwood, 
lands former Army Ranger Tucker Wayne and his partner, former 
military K9 Kane, in Siberia. Their mission is to extract an 
oligarch, a scientific genius rich from pharmaceuticals, who 
holds the biological key to a new weapons system. The action 
is relentless – love the trains – and the landscapes whether the 
Russian steppes or African savannahs, marvelously painted. The 
trademark Rollins blend of history, science, and action, gets an 
extra dimension with Kane. This is, in fact, my favorite Rollins 
so far! Order by May 15 and get a cool dog tag.
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Sandford, John. Field of Prey (Putnam $28.95 May 6). The 
night after the Fourth of July, Layton Carlson Jr., of Red Wing, 
Minnesota, finally got lucky. But he’d picked an abandoned 
farmyard in the middle of cornfields to give up his virginity, a 
private, quiet spot. Unlucky too since it takes no time to detect a 
terrible smell at the scene. Unluckier since when Layton reports 
the gagging atmosphere to a county deputy he knows, the cop 
takes a look and finds a body stuffed down a cistern. Unluckiest 
of all, there’s more than one corpse down the well. By the time 
Lucas Davenport of the BCA is called in, the police make it 
fifteen bodies and counting. When Lucas begins his investigation, 
he determines the victims had been killed over many years, 
one every summer, regular as clockwork. How could this have 
happened without anybody noticing? We the readers are let in 
to what’s going on in a classic thriller narrative structure that 
reminds us that rural Minnesota can be as deadly as urban, 
something Sandford does exceptionally well in the Prey series 
as he mixes up locations, made easier by Lucas’ assignment to 
the BCA which has a state-wide remit. To order other fiction by 
Sandford, click here.

Talty, Stephan. Hangman (Random $28). The author of First 
Mystery Club Pick Black Irish ($26) brought Buffalo, NY, so 
vividly to life one could hardly wait to return with the cop Abbie 
Kearney and to the Buffalo that Talty so brilliantly limns. Patrick 
is as enthused as I. He writes, “Award-winning nonfiction writer 
Talty turned his hand to fiction last year with Black Irish, the 
first book in his Absalom “Abbie” Kearney series set in Buffalo, 
NY. This time out, the brilliant young detective is on the trail of 
a recently escaped killer called ‘The Hangman,’ who terrorized 
the area years earlier, leaving four teenage girls dead.  Kearney 
follows his elusive trail across the class divide into the tony older 
neighborhoods of Buffalo’s gentry. To gain the access she needs, 
she is forced to rely on ‘The Network,’ a shadowy group of aging 
former cops from the County, the working class Irish enclave 
from which Kearney hails. Talty incorporates some classic 
Thomas Harris set-pieces here, but avoids the easy cliché with 
his deft and original take on the serial killer novel.” Irresistible, 
no? I can’t find a paperback edition listing for Black Irish as of 
yet but will keep looking.

Teran, Boston. The Country I Lived In (High Top Publishing $24 
in stock). Patrick makes a Hardboiled Crime Club Pick: “John 
Rawbone Lourdes, WWII and Korean War vet and grandson 
of a notorious outlaw, hits the road in his Packard to explore 
the country. The year is 1955 and the Cold War dominates the 
political landscape, with clandestine government ops infiltrating 
all levels of public discourse, helping to create its own sanitized 
narrative and suppressing voices of dissent at all costs. Lourdes 
goes to visit an old friend in Texas who’s called for help, only 
to find that the man has been tortured and assassinated by CIA 
agents. Lourdes pursues leads down into Mexico and finds 
himself targeted by covert agents seeking a cache of classified 
government documents that threaten to expose their own ruthless 
tactics. This is not only top notch literary fiction but important 
social history that has profound implications today. I’ve been 
a fan of the fearless Teran’s work since his first book, God Is a 
Bullet. If you like writers such as James Carlos Blake, B. Traven 
and James Ellroy, you won’t want to miss this one...”

Thomas, Will. Fatal Enquiry (St Martins $25.99 May 29). Some 
years ago, Cyrus Barker matched wits with Sebastian Nightwine, 
an aristocrat and sociopath—it’s a Holmes vs. Moriarty 
scenario. Exposure of his evil sent Nightwine fleeing British 
justice somewhere in the far corners of the earth. The last thing 
Barker ever expected was to encounter Nightwine again—but 
the government, now believing it needs Nightwine’s help, has 
granted him immunity for his past crimes and brought him back 
to London (is this a modern scenario, or what?). Nightwine, 
however, has more on his mind than redemption—and as Barker 
and Llewellyn set out to uncover and thwart Nightwine’s real 
scheme, they find themselves in a second, possibly fatal, duel 
with the criminal genius/psychopath. “This is what Conan Doyle 
would write after taking tea with Lee Child....”—Julia Spencer-
Fleming, capturing the darker atmosphere that makes a Nero 
Wolfe/Archie Goodwin comparison less apt.

JUNE SIGNED BOOKS SO FAR…
Airth, Rennie. The Reckoning (Macmillan $43) 4th John Madden 
mystery—at last! On a quiet afternoon in 1947, retired bank 
manager Oswald Gibson is shot in the head while fishing. In 
Scotland, a respectable family doctor is killed in the same 
manner—and with the same gun. What is the connection? 
Scotland Yard’s Detective Inspector Billy Styles and local 
detective Vic Chivers are baffled until a letter from Gibson is 
discovered that might shed some light on the case—a letter 
concerning former Scotland Yard detective John Madden. 
Despite Madden’s legendary memory, he has no recollection of 
meeting Gibson or any idea of what their relationship might have 
been. Madden is happily retired from police work, but agrees to 
help his former protégé Styles and the clues they uncover only 
deepen the mystery. The Unsigned August US edition goes to 
our British Crime Club members who don’t order the Signed UK 
edition

Billingham, Mark. The Bones Beneath (LittleBrown $43). Tom 
Thorne is back in charge—but there’s a terrifying price to pay. 
Stuart Nicklin, the most dangerous psychopath he has ever put 
behind bars, promises to reveal the whereabouts of a body he 
buried twenty-five years before. But only if Thorne agrees to 
escort him. Unable to refuse, Thorne gathers a team and travels 
to a remote Welsh island, at the mercy of the weather and cut off 
from the mainland. Thorne is determined to get the job done and 
return home before Nicklin can outwit them. But Nicklin knows 
this island well and has had time to plan ahead...

Brady, Eileen. Muzzled (Poisoned Pen $24.95 June 21). A 
Phoenix author’s debut, a cozy getting terrific reviews. Here’s 
one from the normally sardonic Kirkus Reviews: “A veterinarian 
moves to a small town whose residents have plenty to hide. Kate 
Turner abandoned Long Island and a romance gone bad for the 
lovely Hudson River town of Oak Falls; she’s subbing for Doc 
Anderson, who’s on a trip around the world. Her new routine is 
soon spectacularly disrupted when she makes a house call and 
discovers two dead bodies—Vivian and Thomas Langthorne, 
whose lives revolved around their kennel of top-notch Cavalier 
King Charles spaniels. They would never have left their 27 
valuable dogs running around the house, which is how Kate finds 
them. Unable to accept the police theory of murder-suicide, Kate 
begins to snoop for clues... Kate’s debut has plenty to offer pet 
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lovers and mystery mavens alike.” PW adds, “Readers will want 
to see more of the likable Kate, who, as she snoops and doctors, 
provides an inside look at quirky pet owners and the oft-satirized 
dog show set (shoe polish shines a nose!).”

Brookes, Adam. Night Heron (Redhouse/Little Brown $27). A 
lone man called Peanut escapes a labor camp in the dead of 
night, fleeing across the winter desert of north-west China in 
harrowingly described scenes. You are immediately stunned by 
his perseverance, patience—and cunning. Two decades earlier, 
he was a spy for the British. But now Peanut must disappear on 
Beijing’s surveillance-blanketed streets. Desperate and ruthless, 
he reaches out to his one-time MI6 paymasters via crusading 
journalist Philip Mangan, offering military secrets in return for 
extraction. But the secrets prove more valuable than Peanut or 
Mangan could ever imagine...and not only to the British. A first 
rate thriller, unusual, and also a June First Mystery Club Pick. 
Don’t miss it!

Burke, Alafair. All Day and a Night (Harper $26.99 June 14). 
Has suspected serial killer Anthony Amaro spent 18 years in New 
York’s Five Points Correctional Facility for a murder he didn’t 
commit? In Burke’s gripping fifth novel of suspense featuring 
NYPD Det. Ellie Hatcher, Ellie must suss that out in the wake of 
a fresh slaying in Brooklyn with the same signature, for which 
Amaro has an ironclad alibi. She must also consider the evidence 
against Amaro in five earlier murders in his hometown of Utica, 
N.Y., for which he was never prosecuted. That Ellie has recently 
moved in with the guy calling the shots, ADA Max Donovan, 
complicates matters, as does Carrie Blank, the associate of the 
lawyer handling Amaro’s wrongful-conviction claim, being the 
half-sister of one of the Utica victims. Burke sets the equally 
driven Ellie and Carrie on a collision course in a propulsive 
thriller...”—PW
Butcher, Jim. Skin Game (Roc $27.95 June 5). Because as 
Winter Knight to the Queen of Air and Darkness, Harry Dresden 
never knows what the scheming Mab might want him to do. 
Usually, it’s something awful. Mab has just traded Harry’s skills 
to pay off one of her debts. And now he must help a group 
of supernatural villains—led by one of Harry’s most dreaded 
and despised enemies, Nicodemus Archleone—to break into 
the highest-security vault in town, so that they can then access 
the highest-security vault in the Nevernever. It’s a smash and 
grab job to recover the literal Holy Grail from the vaults of the 
greatest treasure hoard in the supernatural world—which belongs 
to the one and only Hades, Lord of the freaking Underworld and 
generally unpleasant character. Worse, Dresden suspects that 
there is another game afoot that no one is talking about. And he’s 
dead certain that Nicodemus has no intention of allowing any of 
his crew to survive the experience. Especially Harry. Dresden’s 
always been tricky, but he’s going to have to up his backstabbing 
game to survive this mess... 15th in the Dresden Files series. Click 
here to order #1-14.

Carlisle, Kate. The Book Stops Here (NAL $24.95 June 21) 
Bibliophile Mystery #8. Brooklyn Wainwright is thrilled to be 
appearing on the San Francisco edition of the hit TV show This 
Old Attic as a rare-book expert and appraiser. Her first subject is 
a very valuable first-edition copy of the classic children’s story 
The Secret Garden, which is owned by a flower vendor named 
Vera. Once she hears what her book is worth, Vera is eager to 

have Brooklyn recondition it for resale. But after the episode airs, 
a furious man viciously accosts Brooklyn, claiming that Vera 
found the first edition at his garage sale, and he wants it back—
or else. Brooklyn is relieved that she’s put The Secret Garden 
in a safe place, but Randolph Rayburn, the handsome host of 
This Old Attic, is terrified by the man’s threats. He confides in 
Brooklyn that he fears he is being stalked. He doesn’t know who 
might have targeted him, or why. In the days that follow, several 
violent incidents occur on the set, and Brooklyn is almost killed...

Casey, Donis a. Hell with the Lid Blown Off (Poisoned Pen 
$24.95 June 21). The 7th Alafair Tucker mystery set in summer, 
1916, Oklahoma, resonates today with its powerful portrait of 
a raging tornado striking Boynton, Oklahoma. In the twister’s 
wake the town mourns—but not a soul weeps for Jubal Beldon, 
found sprawled dead. Jubal, head of an unlovely clan, made it his 
business to ferret out secrets and blackmail folks. Did the storm 
kill him? If not the list of suspects is a long one. PW Starred this 
one: I will quote the rave review in June.

Coleman, Reed Farrel. Hollow Girl (Adams $24.95 June 13) 
The  9th Moe Praeger wraps it up for the NY private eye. Fans 
will enjoy the end of the journey with Mo. Note: Coleman will 
be writing the Parker Jesse Stone series and visits us in mid-
September with his first effort.

Doerr, Anthony. All the Light We Cannot See (Scribner $27). 
The No. 2 Indie Next Pick for May and a Modern Firsts Club 
Pick was ten years in the writing. The result: braided storylines 
to savor that explore the impact of a voice coming over radio, 
how to preserve a heritage as Paris was about to be invaded, 
and the progress of two different lives, two children’s path that 
cross for but a moment in St. Malo as the Allies arrive to bomb 
it. How did they reach that moment, and what came after? The 
girl, blind, is the daughter of a Paris museum employee entrusted 
with a great treasure. The boy is German, curious, ferociously 
intelligent, a Jewish orphan with a young sister, a reluctant 
soldier whose passion is radio. They mature as WWII looms and 
rages, a time when “the potential of thousands of children will 
be unrealized or thwarted. Will a mythical gemstone save them 
or unite them? Gorgeously written, Doerr’s epic tale brings alive 
the beauty of two souls, their quest for learning, the turbulent 
times they cannot control, and the rock that mysteriously guides 
their fate.” Poignant, intimate, vintage are adjectives that come 
to mind.

Fairstein, Linda. Terminal City (Dutton $27.95 June 18). NY 
DA Alexandra Cooper and as the historical focus, Grand Central 
Station. The world’s loveliest station” is hiding more than just 
an underground train system. When the body of a young woman 
is found in the tower suite of the Waldorf Astoria—one of the 
most prestigious hotels in Manhattan—Cooper and Detectives 
Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace find themselves hunting 
for an elusive killer whose only signature is carving a carefully 
drawn symbol into his victims’ bodies, a symbol that bears a 
striking resemblance to train tracks. When a second body bearing 
the same bloody symbol is discovered in a deserted alleyway 
right next to the terminal building, all attention shifts to the 
iconic transportation hub, where the potential for a bigger attack 
weighs heavily on everyone’s minds. With the President of the 
United States set to arrive for a United Nations meeting at the 
week’s end, Alex and Mike must contend with Grand Central’s 
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expansive underground tunnels and century-old dark secrets. To 
me the darkest is why the Women’s Room is so damned far from 
The Oyster Bar.

Flynn, Rory. The Third Rail (Houghton $25). Patrick’s June 
Hardboiled Club Pick. At crime scenes, Eddy Harkness is a 
human Ouija board, a brilliant young detective with a knack for 
finding the hidden something—cash, drugs, guns, bodies. But 
Eddy’s swift rise in an elite narcotics unit is derailed by the death 
of a Red Sox fan in the chaos of a World Series win, a death 
some camera-phone-wielding witnesses believe he could have 
prevented. Scapegoated, Eddy is exiled to his hometown just 
outside Boston, where he empties parking meters and struggles 
to redeem his disgraced family name. Then one night Harkness’s 
police-issue Glock disappears. Unable to report the theft, 
Harkness starts a secret search—just as a string of fatal accidents 
lead him to uncover a new, dangerous smart drug, Third Rail. 
With only a plastic disc gun to protect him, Harkness begins a 
high-stakes investigation that leads him into the darkest corners 
of the city, where politicians and criminals intertwine to deadly 
effect.

Gabaldon, Diana. Written in My Own Heart’s Blood (Delacorte 
$35 June 10). The 9th Outlander novel. The STARZ TV 16-episode 
presentation of Outlander airs sometime in late summer.

Grimes, Martha. Vertigo 42 (Scribner $26 June 3). After too long 
an absence, Scotland Yard’s Richard Jury is back—and with a 
tip of the hat to Alfred Hitchcock’s famous film. Supt. Jury is 
meeting Tom Williamson at Vertigo 42, a bar on the forty-second 
floor of an office building in London’s financial district. Despite 
inconclusive evidence, Tom is convinced his wife, Tess, was 
murdered seventeen years ago. The inspector in charge of the 
case was sure Tess’s death was accidental—a direct result of 
vertigo—but the official police inquiry is still an open verdict 
and Jury agrees to re-examine the case. Jury learns that a nine-
year-old girl fell to her death five years before Tess at the same 
country house in Devon where Tess died.

Harvey, John. Darkness, Darkness (Heinemann $42). Pubs in 
the UK end of May, probably thus arrives here in June. Thirty 
years ago, the Miners’ Strike threatened to tear the country apart, 
turning neighbor against neighbor, husband against wife, father 
against son—enmities which smoulder still. Resnick, recently 
made up to inspector, and ambivalent at best about some of the 
police tactics, had run an information gathering unit at the heart 
of the dispute. Now, the discovery of the body of a young woman 
who disappeared during the Strike brings Resnick out of virtual 
retirement and back into the front line to assist in the investigation 
into her murder—forcing him to confront his past in what will 
assuredly be his last case.”In this masterful unearthing of the 
grudges and resentments left behind by the Miners’ Strike of three 
decades ago, John Harvey has found the perfect case for Resnick 
to get his teeth into. All the ingredients are here: social history, the 
problem of male violence, the shadow of death, and, of course, 
the search for a decent cup of coffee. Anyone new to Resnick’s 
world should probably start here; John Harvey has saved the best 
for last.”—Jon McGregor, echoed by Michael Connelly.

Hayes, Terry. I Am Pilgrim (Atria $26.99). A May 27 release 
being signed in NY for us and not arriving until early June is 
a First Mystery Pick and super hot thriller. The PW Starred 
Review: “Screenwriter and producer Hayes makes his fiction 

debut with an exceptional thriller that boasts an utterly credible 
narrator who has had so many covert identities he can barely 
remember his original name. Soul-weary Scott Murdoch (aka 
the Pilgrim) has retired from the top echelon of ultra secret 
espionage, but duty and faith in the human spirit call him back 
into service. A lone-wolf Middle Eastern native whom the 
Pilgrim code names “the Saracen” has a sure-fire bioterrorist plot 
to destroy the United States. In the cinematic chase that ensues, 
the action traverses the globe, from the Oval Office to the dusty 
trails of Afghanistan, each scene fleshed out in the smallest 
resonating detail (e.g., a Down syndrome child’s laughter, the 
endless nausea of waterboarding). Like many pilgrimages, this 
one is painfully long and packed with unexpected menace, its 
glimpses of the goal fitful and far between, but readers will 
agree that this journey of body and soul is well worth the effort.” 
Terrific to read with Night Heron, see above. A June Indie Next 
Pick “draws the reader completely into a shadowy world.”

Hearne, Kevin. Shattered: The Iron Druid Chronicles (Random 
$26 June 17). One of our bestselling authors is Hearne, author 
of this excellent SciFi series. Shattered is the first to publish in 
hardcover. For nearly two thousand years, only one Druid has 
walked the Earth—Atticus O’Sullivan, the Iron Druid, whose 
sharp wit and sharp sword have kept him alive as he’s been 
pursued by a pantheon of hostile deities. Now he’s got company. 
Atticus’s apprentice Granuaile is at last a full Druid herself. 
What’s more, Atticus has defrosted an archdruid long ago frozen 
in time, a father figure (of sorts) who now goes by the modern 
equivalent of his old Irish name: Owen Kennedy. And Owen has 
some catching up to do.

Ifkovic, Ed. Final Curtain (Poisoned Pen $24.95). Bestseller 
Edna Ferber makes a fabulous sleuth and Ifkovic, a real Ferber 
scholar, has a blast putting her into mysteries, each linked to a 
Ferber book or play—or here, her long-desired stage debut as 
an actress in The Royal Family. The venue: across in Hudson in 
Maplewood, NJ, summer, 1940. Against the chilling backdrop 
of Hitler’s rise and the specter of another world war, Edna and 
co-playwright George S. Kauman are set for a week of summer 
stock. But before opening night, a mysterious understudy is shot 
to death, and his murder opens up a world of lies, greed, and 
hypocrisy. With George as the director of the production, the 
two begin a different kind of collaboration: the discovery of the 
murderer. Why did so many members of the cast maneuver to 
be there? As George wisecracks his way through the story, Edna 
methodically examines the facts, determined to find the answer 
and increasingly sure it lies in Hollywood.

James, Peter. Want You Dead (Macmillan $46). When Red 
Westwood meets handsome, charming and rich Bryce Laurent 
through an online dating agency, there is an instant attraction. 
But as their love blossoms, the truth about his past, and his 
dark side, begins to emerge. Everything he has told Red about 
himself turns out to be a tissue of lies, and her infatuation with 
him gradually turns to terror. Within a year, and under police 
protection, she evicts him from her flat and her life. But Red’s 
nightmare is only just beginning. For Bryce is obsessed with 
her, and he intends to destroy everything and everyone she has 
ever known and loved—and then her too. James is a perennial #1 
British bestseller.
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Jecks, Michael. Fields of Glory (SimonSchuster $46). The year is 
1346 and King Edward III is restless. Despite earlier victories his 
army has still not achieved a major breakthrough and the French 
crown remains intact. Determined to bring France under English 
rule and the French army to its knees he has regrouped and 
planned a new route of attack. And on the beaches of Normandy 
his men now mass, ready to march through France to victory. 
But the French are nowhere to be seen. Edward knows that the 
worst thing he could do would be to take the battle to the French, 
where they will have the advantage and so he sets up camp near 
a small hill at Crecy and waits. The Battle of Crecy will be a 
decisive turning point in the Hundred Years’ Wars.

Kahn, Michael. Face Value (Poisoned Pen $24.95). As St. Louis 
attorney Rachel Gold knows firsthand, the grueling hours and 
demands of Big Law take their toll on young lawyers. Some turn 
to drugs, some quit the profession, and occasionally one quits 
altogether. According to the medical examiner, Sari Bashir quit 
for good on leaving work one Thursday night. That’s when she 
fell to her death from the eighth floor of the downtown garage 
adjacent to her firm where she parked her car. The police ruled 
her death a suicide. Stanley Plotkin, however, rules it a homicide. 
Stanley is a genius. He also has Asperger’s Syndrome which 
makes employing him tricky. So Sari’s firm employed Stanley in 
the mail room. Among his obsessions is the Facial Action Coding 
System (FACS), a massive compilation that correlates hundreds 
of facial muscle actions with specific emotions and mental states. 
For someone like Stanley, who can’t read people’s emotions 
from their facial expressions, FACS is like a hearing aid for the 
hearing impaired. And his mastery of FACS is so complete he’s 
sure that Sari did not kill herself. Rachel had been close with Sari, 
who worked for her during law school. She also knows Stanley 
because their mothers are friends. When he calls Sari’s death 
murder, Rachel swings into action... A surprising, well plotted 
legal thriller.

Kasasian, Martin. Curse of the House of Foskett (Zeus $39). 
25 Gower Street, 1882. Sidney Grice once had a reputation as 
London’s most perspicacious personal detective. But since his 
last case led an innocent man to the gallows, business has been 
light. Listless and depressed, Grice has taken to lying in the bath 
for hours, emerging in the evenings for a little dry toast and a lot 
of tea. Usually a voracious reader, he will pick up neither book 
nor newspaper. He has not even gathered the strength to re-insert 
his glass eye. His ward, March Middleton, has been left to dine 
alone. Then an eccentric member of a Final Death Society has 
the temerity to die on his study floor. Finally, Sidney and March 
have an investigation to mount, an investigation that will draw 
them to an eerie house in Kew, and the mysterious Baroness 
Foskett... Kasasian’s first was the smashing The Mangle Street 
Murders ($25.95).

Koryta, Michael. Those Who Wish Me Dead (LittleBrown $26 
June 6). Out May 27, Signed here June 6, a return to crime for 
the talented Koryta. When 13-year-old Jace Wilson witnesses a 
brutal murder, he’s plunged into a new life, issued a false identity 
and hidden in a wilderness skills program for troubled teens. The 
plan is to get Jace off the grid while police find the two killers. 
The result is the start of a nightmare…

LeMaitre, Pierre. Irene (Quercus $39).  For Commandant 
Verhoeven life is beautiful: he is happily married, expecting 

his first child with the lovely Irène. But his blissful existence is 
punctured by a murder of unprecedented savagery. Worse still, 
the press seems to have it in for him—his every move is headline 
news. When he discovers that the killer has killed before, that 
each murder is a homage to a classic crime novel, the Fourth 
Estate is quick to coin a nickname: “The Novelist.” With both 
men in the public eye, the case develops into a personal duel, 
each hell-bent on outsmarting the other. There can only be one 
winner—whoever has the least to lose...

Lotz, Sarah. The Three (LittleBrown $26 June 6). “Lotz, a South 
African screenwriter and novelist, unspools a creepy thriller 
about four simultaneous plane crashes that stun the world. At 
three of the crash sites, a lone child survivor is found. And at one 
site, a fatally wounded passenger records an ominous message 
on her cell phone just before she dies. Told through a series 
of interviews conducted by a journalist investigating “Black 
Thursday,” as the crash date comes to be known, we quickly 
discover that the three survivors are different children from who 
they were before the accidents. Are they merely traumatized? 
Are their families and caretakers imagining things? Or, as some 
fervently believe, are they harbingers of death and a sign that 
the apocalypse is near?  Lotz is an excellent storyteller, and 
she favors subtle innuendo over big shocks. Her unsettling tale 
builds to a crescendo that will have readers leaving the lights on 
long after they finish the book. Recommended for fans of SciFi 
and apocalyptic thrillers by authors such as Justin Cronin and 
Stephen King.”—Library Journal Starred Review. PW hated this. 
I have not yet read it. I hope for you, my review is the one that 
counts…

Marston, Edward. Inspector Colbeck’s Casebook: 13 Tales from 
the Railway Detective (Allison $45).

McGrath, MJ. The Bone Seeker (Macmillan $39) When young 
Inuit Martha Salliaq goes missing from her settlement, her 
teacher, ex Polar Bear Hunter Edie Kiglatuk enlists her police 
friend Derek Palliser to help search for the girl. But once a 
body is discovered floating in a polluted lake on the site of a 
decommissioned Radar Station, Edie’s worst fears are realized. 
As the investigation into Martha’s murder begins, the Inuit 
community – and Martha’s devastated family – are convinced 
the culprits lie within the encampment of soldiers stationed 
nearby. Before long Sergeant Palliser finds evidence linking two 
of the men with the dead girl. But Edie and local lawyer Sonia 
Gutierrez remain unconvinced. Why are the military quite so 
willing to cooperate with the investigation? What has Edie’s 
boyfriend Chip Muloon, a simple academic researcher, got to 
hide? And why has the lake where Martha’s body was found 
been suddenly cordoned off? A gripping, atmospheric thriller set 
in the Arctic’s long white nights. 3rd in a brilliant series.

Milchman, Jenny. Ruin Falls (Ballantine $26 in stock now, 
signed June 13). Karen again: “Liz and Paul are taking their 
two children on a well-deserved vacation. Part of the time will 
involve a visit with his parents, who have remained distant in 
both geography and communication.  The first morning they 
wake up, the children are gone and a frantic search begins. Then, 
Paul also disappears. The police discover that the children, at last 
citing, were in the company of their father and it can no longer 
be considered a case for them. Liz is scared, confused and angry. 
She begins a life completely out of the context she has known. 
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She visits her in-laws who remain distant and uncooperative, 
even under the circumstances. Liz’s discovery of motivations and, 
finally, resolution, are stunning as she learns of secrets that have 
been well-kept for many years. Milchman, as in her previous 
book, Cover of Snow, is skilled at engaging the reader at the very 
beginning and continues to build the suspense throughout the 
story, surprising the reader with twists and turns of the plot.”

Miller, Sue. The Arsonist (Knopf $25.95). A small New 
Hampshire town provides the backdrop for Miller’s (The 
Senator’s Wife) provocative novel about the boundaries of 
relationships and the tenuous alliance between locals and 
summer residents when a crisis is at hand. After years of being 
an aid worker in Africa, Frankie Rowley returns to the idyllic 
Pomeroy, N.H., summer home to which her parents have retired. 
But all is not well in Pomeroy, where a spate of house fires 
leaves everyone wary and afraid. Frankie, who may have seen 
the arsonist her first night home, contemplates her ambiguous 
future. “Miller, a pro at explicating family relationships as well 
as the fragile underpinnings of mature romance, brilliantly draws 
parallels between Frankie’s world in Africa and her life in New 
Hampshire, and explores how her characters define what “home” 
means to them and the lengths they will go to protect it.”—PW. 
Not yet read by me. Might be tip-ins. Check with us.

Palmer, Matthew. The American Mission (Putnam $26.95 June 
25). Debut by Foreign Service veteran Palmer, a son of the late 
Michael Palmer (and brother of Daniel who’s listed above in 
May). Looks fabulous. More when I read it. Meanwhile Booklist 
reports, “Palmer’s first novel offers an insider’s look at the world 
of American diplomats stationed in foreign countries… Pair this 
one with John le Carré’s The Constant Gardener (2001).”

Parsons, Tony. The Murder Bag (Century $21). A smashing start 
to London-based police series that begins in one of England’s 
oldest public schools, one founded by Henry VIII in 1509 (and 
where he had his prized dogs interred in a special grave). Max 
Wolfe follows his conviction in the face of orders to stand down 
and kills a suicide bomber. He gets The Queen’s Medal, but 
what he wants is to join the Homicide Division, and so he does, 
at 27 Savile Row, London’s West End Central. Working with a 
mentor he respects, he’s thrown into one, then two brutal killings, 
men with their throats so cut they smothered before they bled 
out. Max connects the two victims through a photo of a group 
of boys who were pupils together at Potter’s Field school. Max, 
a single dad with a five-year-old daughter called Scout (shades 
of To Kill a Mockingbird) and a scared King Charles Spaniel 
puppy, isn’t going to last long with all that’s thrown at him in 
this—but it makes for an exciting, surprising read (albeit with 
one cliché I wish Parsons had skipped). Love the writing, the 
characterizations. Our Surprise Me Club Pick for June, but 
highly recommended to fans of Peter Robinson and Ian Rankin, 
Peter James too.

Pearson, Ridley. The Red Room (Putnam $26.95 June 19). 3rd 
in his outstanding series with Rutherford Risk. I’ve saved this 
as a special treat for me since I like this series a lot! PW reports 
Pearson, “takes security operative John Knox, who’s also an art 
trader, and his partner, former Chinese government spy Grace 
Chu, to Istanbul, where they are to perform a simple in-and-
out delivery job for David Dulwich, Knox’s pal at the private 
contracting firm Rutherford Risk. Knox and Chu are to offer the 

bust of Harmodius, a piece of ancient artwork worth millions, to 
restaurant owner Akram Okle, who’s acting as middleman for 
a wealthy brother of his named Mashe. Since Knox needs the 
money for medicine for his autistic, mentally-challenged brother, 
he accepts the assignment. To no one’s surprise, the mission turns 
deadly in Istanbul and proves anything but simple.” A satisfying 
denouement too. Istanbul is one of my favorite cities, I’ve spent 
a lot of time there. 

Quirk, Matthew. The Directive (LittleBrown $26 June 6). What 
a pleasure to read a fast-paced, intelligent thriller that isn’t about 
the fate of nations or global disaster or the coming apocalypse 
but instead pits a guy against greed. Quirk brought this off in his 
2013 First Mystery Club Pick The 500 ($15.99), and yay, he’s 
done it again, and again with lawyer/political fixer Mike Ford 
who is still romancing fellow lawyer Annie, a woman of my 
heart—although Mike is so not the choice of Annie’s powerful 
father. That’s because Harvard Law grad Mike comes from a 
world of small-stakes con men, his father having done time, his 
brother Jack your basic outlaw. Now, framed for murder, Mike 
is forced to play front man in a scheme to steal—before its 
release—the top-secret directive regularly issued by the Federal 
Reserve to guide U.S. economic policy. Hedged by betrayals, 
your heart hopes that Mike and Annie will find the steel not to 
succumb to the bad guys or to their relatives.

Robertson, Imogen. Theft of Life Signed (Headline $44). Late 
May in the UK, thus early June here. London, 1785. When the 
body of a West Indies planter is found pegged out in the grounds 
of St Paul’s Cathedral, suspicion falls on one of the victim’s 
former slaves, who was found with his watch on the London 
streets. But it seems the answer is not that simple. The impact of 
the planter’s death brings tragedy for Francis Glass, a freed slave 
now working as a bookseller and printer in the city, and a painful 
reminder of the past for William Geddings, Harriet Westerman’s 
senior footman. Harriet is reluctant to be drawn in to the difficult 
and powerful world of the slave trade, but she and her friend, 
reclusive anatomist Gabriel Crowther, begin to understand the 
dark secrets hidden by the respectable reputation of London’s 
slave owners. Together, they negotiate the interests of the British 
government, the secrets of the plantation owners, and a network 
of alliances stretching across the Atlantic. 5th in a terrific series, 
not quite Georgian Noir but unflinching in its look at an era of 
accelerating change and concomitant greed. 

See, Lisa. China Dolls (Random $27 June 26). We’ve moved to 
San Francisco, 1938, the Golden Age of Chinese nightclubs. “In 
the beginning of See’s stellar ninth book, three young women, 
Grace, Helen, and Ruby, meet and form an unlikely but strong 
bond... The story alternates between their viewpoints, with each 
woman’s voice strong and dynamic, developing a multilayered 
richness as it progresses. The depth of See’s characters and her 
winning prose make this book a wonderful journey through love 
and loss.”—PW Starred Review

Slaughter, Karin. Cop Town (Random $27 June 24). Publication 
Party for a standalone Atlanta serial killer thriller. Atlanta, 1974: 
As a brutal murder and a furious manhunt rock the city’s police 
department, Kate Murphy wonders if her first day on the job 
will also be her last. She’s determined to defy her privileged 
background by making her own way—wearing a badge and 
carrying a gun. But for a beautiful young woman, life will be 
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anything but easy in the macho world of the Atlanta PD, where 
even the female cops have little mercy for rookies. It’s also the 
worst day possible to start given that a beloved cop has been 
gunned down, his brothers in blue are out for blood, and the city 
is on the edge of war. Kate isn’t the only woman on the force 
who’s feeling the heat. Maggie Lawson followed her uncle and 
brother into the ranks to prove her worth in their cynical eyes. 
When she and Kate, her new partner, are sidelined in the citywide 
search for a cop killer, their fury, pain, and pride finally reach the 
boiling point.

Thoft, Ingrid. Identity (Putnam $26.95 June 28). PI Fina Ludlow 
#2. Not long after her last case (Loyalty), PI Fina Ludlow is 
still reeling from some heinous revelations about her family, so 
another mystery to solve is just what she needs. Renata Sanchez 
is a single mom who wants to find the sperm donor who resulted 
in her daughter, Rosie. The giver turns out to be a prominent 
man with connections in high places, but, luckily, Fina, whose 
father is one of Boston’s most successful attorneys, has plenty 
of connections of her own. When the donor turns up dead, Fina 
soon realizes that there is much more than DNA at the heart of 
this case, and if she doesn’t find the killer quick, she and her 
family might soon be targets. “In the second book featuring the 
pragmatic, gastronomically insatiable Fina Ludlow, Thoft takes 
a look at assisted reproduction and some of the ethics behind it, 
which dovetails nicely with the running theme of complex family 
dynamics. Fina is mercurial, dogged, somewhat snarky, and 
rarely takes no for an answer. Fans of Sara Gran’s Claire DeWitt, 
Bill Loehfelm’s Maureen Coughlin, or readers who like their 
heroines rough around the edges yet with plenty of heart will 
enjoy this very entertaining and surprising series.”—LJ 
Tucker, Neely. The Ways of the Dead (Viking $26 June 19). 
Although Neely is writing in Pelecanos territory, the backstreets 
of DC, basing his story on the 1990s Princeton Place murders, 
it’s easy to see why Michael Connelly and John Sandford 
champion it—the protagonist is a reporter, one Sully Carter; 
the newsroom clearly that of the Washington Post if named 
differently; and the investigation shows how an investigative 
journalist sinks his teeth into a developing story and won’t let go. 
Irresistible—thus a First Mystery Club Pick.
Walker, Martin. Children of War (Quercus $46). A delightful 
new case for Bruno, Chief of Police. The St Denis charmer is 
already busy with a case when the body of an undercover French 
Muslim cop is found in the woods, a man who called Bruno for 
help only hours before. But Bruno’s sometime boss and rival, 
the Brigadier, doesn’t see this investigation as a priority—there 
are bigger issues at stake. Bruno has other ideas. Meanwhile, a 
Muslim youth named Sami turns up at a French army base in 
Afghanistan hoping to get home to St Denis. One of Bruno’s old 
army comrades helps to smuggle Sami back to France, but the 
FBI aren’t far behind. Then an American woman appears in St 
Denis with a warrant for Sami’s extradition. Bruno must unravel 
these multiple mysteries, amidst pressure from his bosses. My 
favorite is The Mayor.

Wellington, David. The Hydra Protocol (Harper $25.99 June 7). 
Hidden during the cold war, a forgotten Russian supercomputer 
controls hundreds of nuclear missiles, all aimed at the US. Just 
one failsafe error, and HYDRA destroys the US completely. 
Wounded Special Forces veteran Jim Chapel must travel across 

Eastern Europe into the steppes of Central Asia, deep into 
enemy territory, find and infiltrate the secret base deep in enemy 
territory, and stop HYDRA before it plunges the US into nuclear 
winter. But not everyone wants the weapon out of commission.

Williams, Beatriz. The Secret Life of Violet Grant (Putnam 
$26.95 June 11). Manhattan,1964. Vivian Schuyler, newly 
graduated from Bryn Mawr College, has recently defied the 
privilege of her storied old Fifth Avenue family to do the 
unthinkable for a budding Kennedy-era socialite: break into the 
Madison Avenue world of razor-stylish Metropolitan magazine. 
But when she receives a bulky overseas parcel in the mail, the 
unexpected contents draw her inexorably back into her family’s 
past, and the hushed-over crime passionnel of an aunt with a past 
(Berlin, 1914) that wiped her from the family record. “Williams 
conjures up another substantive beach read steeped in history 
and familial intrigue. Readers will love wallowing in the twists 
and turns of this irresistibly luxurious tale.” —Booklist. She’s a 
bestseller with A Hundred Summers. With Willig, two Gothics of 
Mary Stewart or Phyllis Whitney feel perfect for summer reads 
and gifts.

Willig, Lauren. That Summer (St Martins $25.99 June 11). Willig 
describes this as her English Gothic and it is, blending stories 
that begin in 2009 and 1839. They are rooted in a house on 
London’s Herne Hill, inherited in 2009 by Julia Conley from a 
great-aunt. Surprise. Julia, still traumatized by the death of her 
mother when she was five, has grown up in NY. When she goes 
to Herne Hill to sort out the house, she’s cast into a modern 
family drama, into one from the past, and into mysteries that 
include a hidden Pre-Raphaelite painting found behind a false 
back in an old wardrobe. The back story is powerful, more 
Bronte than Willig. Recommended.

Winspear, Jacqueline. The Care and Management of Lies (Harper 
$26.99 June 30). First, not a Maisie Dobbs. But we’re in familiar 
territory. “In this dazzling novel Jacqueline Winspear writes 
irresistibly about the First World War, both in the trenches of 
France and the fields of England. Her characters walk off the 
page and into our imaginations, as we fight with them, farm with 
them, cook with them. I devoured this book.”—Margot Livesey. 
Herman Wouk (!) adds, “An engaging picture of the human spirit 
in a distant time of war, World War I, from the battlefields to the 
home front in an English village.”

A FEW FOR JULY/AUGUST
Abbott, Jeff. Inside Man (Grand Central $26 July 1) Sam Capra 
domestic thriller
Abbott, Megan. Fever (LittleBrown $26 July 1) Another 
astonishing look at teens
Atkins, Ace. The Forsaken (Putnam $26.95 July 30). Quinn 
Colson
Barclay, Linwood. No Safe House (NAL $25.95 Aug. 7) 
Domestic suspense thriller
Beukes, Lauren. Broken Monsters (Collins $35). Detroit 
Detective Gabriella Versad
Booth, Stephen. The Corpse Bridge (LittleBrown $45) Peaks 
District’s Cooper & Fry
Bowen, Rhys. Queen of Hearts (Berkley $25.95 Aug. 9) Her 
Royal Spyness #8

http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780399162138
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780670016587
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781848664012
http://www.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9780062248800&searchtype=keyword&x=15&y=14
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780399162176
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781250014504
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780062220509
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781455528455
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780316231053
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=the+forsaken&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=the+forsaken&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780007464593
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780751551730
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=queen+of+hearts&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
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Box, C J. Shots Fired (Putnam $26.95 July 15) Joe Pickett 
Stories
Clark, Marcia. The Competition (Little Brown $26 July 17). LA 
Prosecutor Rachel Knight
Easley, Warren. Dead Float (Poisoned Pen $24.95) 2nd Cal 
Claxton Mystery set in Oregon’s Wine Country
Frank, Matthew. If I Should Die (Joseph $36) A UK debut & 
August Surprise Me! Pick
Gregory, Susanna. Death of a Scholar (LittleBrown $50) 20th 
Matthew Bartholomew Medieval Cambridge
Harkness, Deborah. Book of Life (Viking $28.95 Aug. 12) 
Completes the All Souls Trilogy
Iggulden, Conn. Wars of the Roses: Stormbird (Putnam $27.95 
July 13). 1437: Ineffectual Henry VI ascends the English throne. 
First appearance at The Pen
Jance, J A. Remains of Innocence (Harper $26.99 Aug. 4) Joanna 
Brady/Bisbee
Kaehler, Tammy. Avoidable Contact (Poisoned Pen $24.95 late 
August) Kate Reilly racing at Daytona’s 24-Hour
Krueger, William K. Windigo Island (Atria $24.99 Aug. 27) Cork 
O’Connor
Kuhlken, Ken. The Good Know Nothing (Poisoned Pen $24.95 
Aug.) The Final Tom Hickey Novel— solving the murder of his 
father
Penny, Louise. The Long Way Home (St Martins $27.99 Sept. 1) 
Ins. Gamache
Preston, Douglas/Lincoln Child.  Lost Island (Grand Central 
$27 Aug. 6) Gideon Crew #3. And why not order Blue Labyrinth 
(Grand Central $27 Nov. 11)? Agent Pendergast
Quinn, Spencer. Paw and Order (Atria $25 Aug. 5) Chet the Dog 
& Bernie
Rankin, Ian. Dark Road (Orion $34). First ever stage play from 
Rankin, co-written by the Royal Lyceum’s Artistic Director Mark 
Thomson.
Robinson, Peter. Abbatoir Blues (Hodder $45 Aug.) 22nd DCI 
Banks. Yay!
Rollins, James. The Sixth Extinction (Morrow $27.95 Aug. 13) 
Sigma Force
Silva, Daniel. Heist (Harper $27.99 July 21) Gabriel Allon
Slater, Susan. Rollover (Poisoned Pen $24.95) Dan Mahoney 
New Mexico caper #2 (fabulous Tiffany necklace and weird 
small bank knockover)
Tanenbaum, Robert K. Fatal Conceit (Gallery $26 Aug. 14) 
Butch Karp
Taylor, Brad. Days of Rage (Dutton $27.95 July 16) Pike Logan 
Thor, Brad. Act of War (Atria $27.99 July 12) Scot Harvath
Tremayne, Peter. The Devil’s Seal (Headline $43). 25th Sister 
Fidelma
Wortham, Reavis. Vengeance Is Mine (Poisoned Pen $24.95) Red 
River Mystery #4 

http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780399158582
http://bookmanager.com/1347217/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=the+competition&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=dead+float&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781405913812
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780751549751
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780670025596
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9780399165368&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780062134707
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=avoidable+contact&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781476749235
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9781464202865&searchtype=keyword&x=14&y=8
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781250022066
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781455525775
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781455525898
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781476703398
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781409152637
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9781444704969
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780061784811
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780062320056
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=susan+slater&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=9781451635577&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.ts&opt=kw&tsf=y&so=oh&qs=9780525953982
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=act+of+war&searchtype=keyword&x=0&y=0
http://store.poisonedpen.com/?q=h.tviewer&using_sb=status&qsb=keyword&so=oh&qs=vengeance+is+mine&searchtype=keyword&x=10&y=10

